ACMI ( AIRCRAFT, CREW, MAINTENANCE AND INSURANCE )

Expand
Your Reach
Atlas Air’s scale, flexibility, and efficiency enables customers to drive their
operations without the high capital costs and exposure of aircraft ownership.
Global airlines, express operators, shippers, and freight forwarders rely on
the advantages of our high-quality and individually tailored ACMI services to
profitably expand their existing fleet and cargo network.
Atlas Air is a global leader in providing aircraft
outsourcing services to customers on an ACMI
(Aircraft, Crew, Maintenance, and Insurance)
basis. ACMI empowers customers to flexibly meet
demand and capitalize on market opportunities
with dedicated aircraft.
Atlas Air develops and delivers integrated
services, adding incremental value to our
customers’ businesses. ACMI allows for flexible
network solutions and reductions in overall unit
operating costs increasing global presence by
working closely with our customers to understand
their strategy and requirements.
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Technologically Advanced Aircraft
Atlas Air operates the world’s largest fleet of
Boeing 747 Freighters—both 747-400F and
747-8F aircraft. In fact, Atlas Air is the only ACMI
operator to offer the 747-8F on an ACMI basis.

Unmatched Global Footprint
Atlas Air can operate the most complete networks
covering the most difficult locations—including
flexible charter operations.

Quality Operational Performance Delivery
Atlas Air delivers on-time performance for
our customers. With the demands of express
operators, Military, and passenger operations,
Atlas Air has implemented a reliability tracking
process to ensure high-quality standards are met
and maintained. Every flight operation is critically
managed by our state-of-the-art 24/7/365 Global
Control Center (GCC).

Contact Us
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Learn more about Atlas Air by contacting
one of our sales representatives or visiting
us at www.atlasair.com.
Europe, Middle East, Africa, India:
+44.1252.757.182
Asia/Pacific: +852.3403.1822
North America: +1.914.701.8211
Email: acmisales@atlasair.com

MULTIPLE AIRCRAFT
PLATFORMS
Atlas Air can supply the
747 freighter to meet your
ACMI needs.
B747-8F*
We are the only ACMI
operator to offer the Boeing
747-8 Freighter.
•1
 6% more payload capacity
•7
 additional pallet positions
•D
 ouble-digit fuel burn
improvement
•F
 ewer CO2 emissions
•S
 ignificant unit cost
savings
•N
 ose-door loading
•4
 25 airports
•1
 19 countries
B747-400F
•K
 nown as “the workhorse
of the industry”
• T he leader for operating
performance in the intercontinental air-freighter
market due to its low cost
per ton-mile and large
cargo capacity
•N
 ose-door loading
capability makes
turnarounds faster and
enables the carriage of
large and outsize pieces—
critical for the oil & gas
industry and project cargo
*C ompared with market-leading
performance of the Boeing 747400, according to Boeing.
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